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MLR,JLR 
Name 
Editors 
Vol. 37 No. 19 
By John Panourgias 
The Michigan Law Review and the 
Journal of Law Reform have announced 
U1elr new editorial board members. The 
new Editor in Chief of the Mm is David 
Meyer. The Managing Editor Is Gregory 
Heller. James Fox Is llie new Editor-In-
Chief ofllie Journal and Sarah Harpham is 
llie Managing Editor. 
TI1e Law Review fill ed a number of 
different editorial positions. The Book 
Review Editors are Gregory Everts and 
Carol Sulcoski. The Executive Article Editor 
Is Rene Todd. and Executive Note Editor Is 
Dana Muir. Keith Denny and Erik Light 
were named Executive EdHors. The new 
Article Editors are Douglas Bond. David 
Esseks, Mary Hlnlker and Eric Walters. 
New Note Editors include Audrey Anderson. 
WilHam Aseltyne. Peter Jaffe. Mary Beth 
Murphy. Edward Sebold and Graeme 
Sharp. 
Salman Rushdie, Come Out, Come Out, Wherever You Are 
-
The University of Michigan Law School 
The Journal of Law Reform's new 
Executive Note Editor is Thomas Howlett. 
The Executive Editors will be Nancy 
Boocker. John Kane and Diane Lifton. 
Sharon Kohn was named Research and 
Empirical Development Editor. The Articles 
Editors are Patty Dost. Joseph Fogel. Tyler 
Paelliau. Julie Crockett. Joseph Kellmeyer. 
Constance Kiggins, Adam Shayne and 
Steven J. Olson, Jr. 
February 22. 1989 
Bollinger Announces New Faculty Appointment 
By John Panourgias about llie state of women and minority that lhe they found the behavior believe lliat it extends more widely." 
While addressing llie Law School faculty hiring. No oilier statements reprehensible. and lliat they were planning Bollinger Indicated that llils distinguished 
Student Senate (LSSS). Law School Dean concerning tenured faculty positions were to implement a procedure that would result Baker & McKenzie from the institutional 
Lee Bollinger said lliat a tenured faculty made. in the hiring of more minority lawyers. racism found In the FBI. 
JXlSilion had been offered to Kathleen In addressing llie Baker & McKenize Bollinger noted lliat his m1i· d was divided Bollinger. however. worried that racist 
~facKinnon. a noted First Amendment controversy. Bollinger indicated that he on the issue. He believes ri:'s action actions are not being taken seriously 
!dolar. The dean made lliis statement In had spoken to an officlalln the firm about was probably "the behavio A· PfSOn enough by Jaw schools. He noted llial lliere 
:esponse to a question from the LSSS llie Issue. He noted that llie firm told hlm and lliat there ls no particu!C: at:rft was ·no excuse· for this type of behavior 
,...------------------------------------------,,----.!......4'd /ln;i~aklngactionagainstiL raclstacUons 
F'£8 ~~~  ess likely to happen again. The 
l B I k H • t M th s k I lff ~ ,._ • J! .2 Dean n ted lliat he had been speaking to ac IS ory on ee s llCl1.fi1.1ln. / 'dliscounterparlsaltheUnlversltyof'Texas 
I , ""' 1..aw School and Columbia Law School about By Clinton Elliott under the auspices of the United Nation's in the United States than in' E6-roPc. ha~e llils malter. Bollinger hoped that some Black History Month. Educational, Scientlfic and Cultural substantially altered llie modem conception type of unified action could be established 
For some. llie term is llie fruit of a Organization (UNESCO). few could have of history and significantly eroded the • bl1aw schools. 
soctety divided by race and custom. For predicted lhewide-rangingdebate that such traditional base of academic racism and Bollinger said lliat there Is formal 
olhers, it is the commencement of a subtle a series has begun to sllmulate. Eurocentric historiography. or the writing procedure In place at Michigan to deal willi 
and elaborate celebration of the historical Undoubtedly. during the last several ofhistorywithaglaringlydisproportlonate. placement violations. He noted that groups 
oonlinuity and richness of the Afro- decades it has been the confluence of several and in many instances entirely gratuitous. and individuals can come to see him 
. .l.!:Jerican and greater African world. extraordinary and exhilarating scientific central focus on the situation In Europe concerning placement violations. but lliat 
Initiated by Carler G. Woodson in the and social streams that has replenished and the activities of Europeans as llie basis there is no formal decision-making body. 
920s. Black History Month began as an the notion lliat Africa exerted a seminal of meaningful human endeavor. Under the present rules. the dean has the 
attempt to Integrate the contributions of Influence on the early advancement of world These same scientifi c forces, which final say as to what actions shou Jd be taken 
~lack Americans Into the tapestry of civilization and the foundation oft he higher include recent advances in. genetics. against an organization that has violated 
;.'Ilerican social and cultural history. arts and sciences. physical anthropology and prehistoric placement procedures. 
Today. llie effort has broadened to These streams of intellectual thought. archeology. have been assisted byllieworld- In other matters. Bollinger noted that 
Olbrace quite disparate notions of black which some have argued are more evident wide. post-World War II retreat from all Jaw schools have a serious problem 
· · tory and social Ufe. Indeed. as some systematic racial domination and the teachlng writing to their students. He 
rro:nmentAmerlcans insist on disrarcling corresponding acceptance of a more noted that Professor Mary White does a 
f'Jmic appellations such as "black." in inclusive view of progress lliat recognizes "wonderful job" with llie resources given to 
~of "African-American: the scope of ~ that all races ha,·e had a hand In the her. but that the Law School does not 
3lack History Monlli \vill undoubtedly shaping the human situation. provide her with enough resources. He 
1:roaden to Include a considerably larger \ Indeed, today. for instance. if an indicated that he would like to see some 
e.e;::ent of African history - both ancient ..... international bodyofintellectualhistorians type of third year writing project along lhe 
nd modem. were charged with writing an unbiased and llnes of a master's lliesis. 
This effort. of course. will be entirely truly universal history ofllie scientific and Bollinger stated that the Law School 
':'llSistent Willi the intellectual history of cultural legacy of mankind. they would be has not been able to receive its fair share of 
:::b century America. That is, as racist forced to dwell at length. in full compliance money for computers from the central 
::.niers to equal opportunity and with the scientific facts. on the administration. In response to a question 
-.nic!pation fall and more blacks and morphological transfonnations of early from Colin Zlck. Chair of the Computer ~minorities penetrate the bastions of hominids in Africa and the rise of Egyptian Committee. Bollinger said he has felt ·a 
l'!utacademia and exert an lnfluence on civilization as the dual cornerstones of sense of frustration· that the law school 
~scholastic production of numerous early human progress. has received so IHUe money from the central 
nstltutlons, greater inter-racial ThisistosaythatgeneticsandphysicaJ administration and that the situation Is 
.rlerstanding will necessarily ensue and anlliropologyhavevirtuallyconcluded tha t ·outrageous.-
X.:iety W111 be richer on account of the Homo Sapien. or modem man, reached Bollinger also spoke on posting of 
't.:itrlbuUons oflliose who were previously maturity in Africa before peopUng the rest grades. He noted that a good way to have 
ktd out. of the world In successive waves of far- grades completed earlier would be to move ~For instance. more than 20years ago. flung and still poorly understood up the deadline. Bollinger also indicated 
n an tnternaUonai body of scholars 1 migrations. that In cases of short delays ln grading. 
proposed the drafting of an eight- photo b:r alotoa Elliott Given that equatorial latitude of his there was little he could do as dean. 
•::nte, ScienUOc General History of Africa Amenhotep m was emperor o! Egypt at the 
height o! the country's lntemational prosperity 1 
-------------LI}408 · 1379 BC). 
--
See BLACK JnSTORY, page SIX 
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Glimmers of Truth · 
H ONESTY SHOWED itself briefly in Hutchins Hall 
Monday. It appeared twice in the discussions at 
this week's version of the Law School Student 
Senate meeting. Let's review and savor these 
tender morsels. 
The first instance came in comments by LSSS 
President Danlelle Carr and Vice President Lisa 
Freeman. These two officers were responding to 
a comment by one of their colleagues, repeating 
the tired cliche on how the LSSS is the 
"representative of the student body and reflective 
of its views." Carr rightly pointed·out the apathy 
of students to the Senate's activities, unlinking 
any relationship between the group's acts and 
student endorsement. Freeman discussed the 
role of various student groups in investigating 
issues and starting debate. awareness and action. 
This light shines forth unshakable truths of 
student governments: They have limited power, 
limited resources and limited support. Their 
constituents don't care what they are doing until 
they screw up or an uproar occurs. To be effective, 
a goo~ student government utilizes its volunteers 
and other student organizations to carry out 
important projects. Concurrently, it must use its 
own time to deal with the major substantive 
issues. These comments show some of the 
leadership that has fostered useful and beneficial 
events from the LSSS this year, unlike many in 
the past. 
The second beacon was delivered by Dean Lee 
BolUnger. when he admitted before the Senate 
that the legal-writing program is inadequate, and 
perhaps the deadline for grades should be set 
earUer. These words are appreciated, though it 
can be understood if the dean does not speak the 
fullness of either situation. To say the case clubs 
lack resources is akin to saying the Titanic lacked 
Ufeboats. These pages have expressed in detail 
the failings of this program. It is also not our 
impression that Mary White is doing "a wonderful joti:" • · '· 
CalUng for an earlier grade due-date points to 
the annual and growing student unrest with late 
scores. But it glosses over the hypocrisy of our 
professors. who ask us to prepare assignments for 
classes when they cannot complete one of their 
two greatest obligations to us in a stated, generous 
period. It also ignores the lack of comments on 
exams, leaving no clue as to how a grade was 
divined. The lack of useful feedback at this 
School is the real issue, and it is a mockery of the 
educatioJJal process, an insult to students and a 
point of shame for the Law School community. 
--- --- -- .;. ~---.. --- -_ ... -- ... ----
fOr\t.C.k 
n 
=========From lhe Real World :===========================-=============== 
Is this What We Fought for? 
vole for the front-runner. those whose candidates didn·! 
even run and so vote for Lyndon LaRouche and those who 
By Reid J. Rozen 
1\owthallheelectlon lsover(the Presidential election. don'l know who to \'Ole for and so vole for too many 
for' those who have been In Chana for the past several candidates and end up spoiling their ballots (they ask fo~ 
years) and the Inauguration Is just a bad memory new ones. a re told to qo to the end of the line. give up and 
(somewhat like Marilyn Quayle's oulflts). the out-of-work go home and waf<'h the election on 1V like everyone else). 
spin doctors and exit pollsters have only one thing left to Which is just as well. because Dan Rather has already 
do: analyze the results of the election. Fortunately. this chosen the President. 
process does not last as long as the election campaign With these st.~u ... ttn; in mind. it Is painfully apparent 
itself. or else we might be doomed to spend the next four that the choice of who will be nominated by the two major 
years listening to Brit Ilume and J esse Jackson. No political parties is made by a mere handful of people, no 
thanks. more than.f!ve or six per!:>OilS. Maybe a dozen. lops! Is this 
With U1e experts busily munching their pork rinds. justice? Is this dcmol'l .try? Is this what Americans fought 
occupied in second-guessing the electorate. the electorate and died and watcht·d "\Var and Remembrance" for? Let 
is left loaskonequestion: Whyclicl this happen? We mi{.(ht me think about that one for a while. 
as well ask: Why did this happen again? It's a little like Given that so kw pt·ople choose the Democratic and 
the naive suburban homeowner who. having vowed never Republican nominees. ll is not su rprising they do such a 
again to buy aluminum siding from the guy operating out poor job. Seriously. if ll were up to you to choose a 
ofthebackofaslationwagon.getshookedmtoacomplete Presidential nominee. would you choose the best person 
gas furnace O\·erhaul by some small. greasy man with one for the JOb. :'\o, you'd rhoo::.e yourself. your friends or. if 
eye and a tattoo of a woman he calb "Mom.· "Damn.- we you're like most peopl(' in Jaw school and don't haYe any 
might collectively say as we collectively slap ourselves on friends. someone just like you. Cod forbid. 
our collectl\·e head. ·we did It again. We spent four years I think lhal's why e,·eryone yearned wistfully for a 
searching for the light candidate for the most important brokered con\'enlion. \\'e looked back on those heady days 
job in the world. got all worked up about It and still ended when. for example. the 192·1 Democratic convention took 
up picking two complete Bozos. How could we let it over 100 ballots to choose the candidate who would Jose 
happen again?" big-time to Cal\'ln Coohdl!e. the George Bush of his era 
How indeed. You can blame the sy::.tem all you want. Thars demorrac:y 111 ar!ton. Deep down. we want a 
but then so can I. And I do. It iS the fault of the system convention where the dele!!atcs get to do somet.h!J"~ 0!her 
Let me explain \\1th some startlingly Impressive s!ahslics. than wear silly hats. drop water bombs from hotel windows, 
Only about one half of those persons who are eligible dnnk a Jot. get ha~~led by Dan Rather and generally create 
lo vote really vote. Actually. this statistic Is deceptive, in a hazard to themselves and the local townsfolk. 
contrast to the threeorfourslatlsllcs that aren'ldeceplive And it would be ~ood fot America. As it is now. 
This figure includes adults (over 18) who are ineligible to unfortunately. persons who emerge from the p_rtmari~ 
vole: resident aliens. illegal aliens. Ann Gorsuch and Rita usually do not even get a majority of the votes of their own 
Lavelle. convicted felons. Bigfoot, exit pollsters and other parties. and hardly a healthy minorily of the American 
socially undesirable folk. But. for the sake of clarity. and electorate. Yet this pt>rson. by virtue of a handful of truly 
to make a point. and to s top these annoying asides (I'll try contested primaries. i::. nominated for the Presidency. And 
lo gel to the point) I will s tick with the one-half of the the choice of primary voters Is usually nolthe person who 
electorate figure. represents the best the party has to offer. Primary voters 
Of the one-half of the population that docs vote. only tend to favor candidates who are more ideologically oriented. 
about one-half vole In the primaries. which Is where the either right or left. whereas thosewhovote In the Presidential 
actual choos1:1g of the Presidentia l candidates takes election want to vole for moderates. But they can"L 
place. Of this group. only about one-third actually vote in because those sLx or seven jerks picked George McGovern 
primaries that occur early enough In the season to make and Barry Coldwater. 
any difference. And If an lncumben lis running. none of What is the answer to this dilemma? Where do we 
the primaries makes any difference. tum, what do we do? What is my solution? A nationwide 
Of this fortunate group that actually participates in primary? A return to the caucus system or the smoke-
meaningful primary contests. we must subtract those IDled room? A restoration of the British monarchy? I don't 
who cross over and vote In the other party's primary In know. Ask Bruce Babbitt or Paul Simon. C'mon. I'm a 
order to wreak havoc and cause mischief. those who arrive writer. I don't have to propose solutions. I write. you think. 
at the polls after Dan Rather has already predicted a Cot that? 
winner and so vole for the front-runner. those whose Reid.J. Rozen.jonnereditorin chlejo]The Res Gestae. 
candidates dropped out after the Iowa caucuses and so iS a la.:V~er in Chica~o. 
~ ... , .. "' ~~. ,, ,4 .. • •~ ... .. ........ ~ .~ .. - .. r~ " .'~l .... " .. . ... ' . t.",'.- ,.,."\.;.".'.'1,.',' l1ri'> '•' '., '" " ."":' .. • J',..•ttr 
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 The NRA: Beyond the Lunatic Fringe 
By Robert Goldberg 
 In Sir Winston's famous aphorism. democracy Is the 
~rst possible system, but it's better than all the others. 
'T'hen it comes to guns, democracy's perversions are 
:l;l?alling. 
By almost two to one, Americans favor stricter gun 
oontroL Almost baH want handguns banned. But you'd 
>:.e\.-er know lt. 
Thanks to the National Rille Association - or, more 
aCCUrately. the National Machine Ctm, Plastic Pistol and 
Semiautomatic Military Assault Weapon Association --
C':.e majority doesn't get Its way. Instead the NRA, having 
:J<r;-eled out of the mainstream and deep Into the lunatic 
fr..nge. successfully champions the dreams of cop killers. 
 Sinlal murderers and drug-running thugs everywhere. 
The NRA opposed the 1986 ban on private purchases 
:lf machine guns. The NRA opposed the 1987 prohibition 
:.! ?~tic guns (terrorist specials) that elude metal detectors 
kl::Uy four of the House's 435 members opposed the 
=neasure). The NRA opposed the recent ban on armor-
~g bullets, known as cop-killer bullets for their 
 ah~ty t o penetrate ·bulletproof' vests. And now the NRA 
;s :.enaciously fighting regulation of semiautomatlc (one 
~--erpullpershot)militaryassaultweapons, UketheAK­
;- Patrick Purdy used to mow down 35 kids in California 
.as& month. All this Insanity in the name of protecting 
 
some beer-bellied redneck's right to hunt possum. 
Perhaps most sickeningly. the NRArecently sabotaged 
:he Brady amendment. a modes t measure seeking to 
 establish a na tional seven-day wailing period for ha ndgun 
?UTChases. Seven lousy days. so the police could check a 
':::uyer's criminal and psychiatric his tory. Na med for 
Ja..""DeS Brady. the brain-damaged former press secretary 
.ose head consumed a bullet for Ronald Reagan. the 
lation would have ellminated Impulse buying and 
rrevented crooks and crazies from buying handguns. 
 ~!though 22 states have sut h ·cooling-off' periods. that 
~ • m eans better business for the other 28. New Jersey's 
:ackground check has stopped 10,000 felons from buying 
handguns. About 90 percent of Americans support a 
waiting period, including Reagan, a lifetime NRA member. 
But the NRA scuttled the waiting period, substituting 
Instead a weak call for Immediate computerized 
fingerprinting of gun buyers. This harebrained system 
would provide 275.000 gun dealers with Instant access to 
confidential FBI fLies and cost half-a-billion dollars. But 
these considerations are moot. since such refmed 
fingerprint technology Is nonexistent. which the NRA 
knows perfectly well. 
Law-enforcement organlzatlons. recognizing the NRA's 
extremism, are loudly divorcing themselves from !his 
crimlnals' lobby. Finding themselves increasingly 
outgunn~ by criminals, pollee officers have a hard time 
sympathiZing with law-abiding gun owners who just can't 
stand the thought of llfe without a military assault rifle. 
The New York7lmesobserves that the NRA ·appears bent 
on gMng aid and comfort to criminals.· 
But George Bush (I can't bring myself to put the P-
word before his name). lifetime NRA member, actively 
opposes a waiting period. He also strongly opposes federal 
leglslatlon on semiautomatic military weapons (haH a 
million are In private hands. some of which can be made 
fully automatic with only a screwdriver or paper clip). 
During his conlemptlble campaign. Bush tirelessly 
harangued Michael Dukakls for his ·softness· on crime; 
but as the maidservant to a group condemned by the law-
enforcement world. Bush stands alone in right field. Bush 
conjured up frigh tening Images ofDukakls flinging astride 
the prison gates. letting the scum of the earth spew forth: 
but at least the Duke wouldn't arm them with Uzis. 
Asked during the ca mpaign about his oppos ition to a 
wa lling period. Dan Quayle replied. !hey can't just walk 
Into a store and buy a gun [sic]. There are all sorts of 
res trictions. · Wrongo, Lobotomy. Many states don't 
require a damn thing. Thank goodness nobody lakes him 
seriously . 
The NRA's vise grip on power Is mind-boggling. With 
2.8 million members and a well-oiled political machine. 
this sociopaths' lobby usually succeeds. When Congress 
gutted the 1968 Gun Control Act two years ago, not one 
legislator dared argue for lightening the law. The NRA 
spent $3 million in defeating the waiting period, 
outspending bill supporters seven to one. Nearly every 
member of Congress who received NRA contributions 
voted against the measure. 
Handguns must be banned. The carnage is appalling 
- and n~dless. The NRA's three arguments are tired. 
First, the constitutional mockery: the Second Amendment 
right •to keep and bear Arms.· Fine. But where's the word 
·all"? By the NRA's extremist logic. everyone's entitled to 
bazookas and grenade launchers too. Anyway. the framers 
were specifically referring to a -well-regulated Militia" 
(hear that, original intenters?), not individual gun lovers. 
The killers' lobby also warns that any gun regulation 
is a slippery slope toward total confiscation. Now hold on. 
No body's talking about hunting rifles. We're talking about 
cheap, concealable pistols that kill 20.000 people every 
year. There are plenty of bnght lines here. 
And fmalJy. there's the old scare tactic: A ban will 
disarm only law-abiding citizens. leaving them naked prey 
to armed criminals. Nonsense. A loophole-fr~ handgun 
ban would be far easier to enforce than the current scheme 
of semi-regulation. If there's a handgun. there's a felony. 
Period. Add a mandatory harsh sentence and watch 
handgun deaths plummet. (This scare tactic is terribly 
insincere; the number of self-defense killings. compared to 
total killings. is minuscule.) 
Gun control must be nationally uniform. The present 
patchwork is insane. In Vermont. anyonecancarryagun: 
luckily, there's not much to s hoot at. Crimina ls e."<Pioit 
these disparit ies by buying In lenient states and killing In 
tough ones. Kennesaw, Ca .. is the only place In America 
where residents are legally required 10 own a gun. I'm 
reminded of Archie Bunker's solution to airplane hijacklngs: 
"You arm aU your passengers.· It was a joke. folks. 
I recently saw the bumper slicker. ·rLL GIVE UP MY 
GUN WHEN 11-fEY PRY IT FRVM MY COLD DEAD 
FINGERS.· If the NRA persists in Its evil ways. someone 
may do just that. 
Practice Wh-at You Preach 
To t.he Edlto•: 
Tony 1\Jnnell's letter to The Res Gestae last week 
attacks Robert Goldberg's column (Feb. 8) on the Minority 
• .!..!fa...rs Program (MAP) for Its Insensitivity and unfairness. 
nh respect to your own opinions concerning American 
J~. I would suggest to you. Tony Tunnell, that in the 
>..1ture you prattlce what you preach. 
[ n hJs letter. Tunnell makes a s pecific comparison 
bt~een the status of blacks and Jews in this country. He 
conc:ludes there can be no comparison. Then he s tates. 
·Black people do go around carrying speclalldent.lficatlon 
.etttng the world know they are black and in most cases It 
.:sa knowledgethatg!Vesusgreatpride. Asanethnicgroop 
.:;lacks dtd not come to America and drop the sulfixes off 
.J-J!ir na~ or change their names completely so they could 
easay asstmtlate. Noi.J blacks wore their racial classification 
o:l their faces so It would be easy for the oppressor to push 
them back (my emphasis).· 
What exactly Is your point. Tony 'I\Jnnell? Tha t Jews 
oam1ng to America did not take the same pride In their 
hentage and culture? If so. allow me to Inform you that 
J~h immigrants often had to change their names for 
~ns other than the mere desire to asslmiJate. In fact, 
many had no choice; Immigration officials saw fit to 
Qa.nge their names for them. Many others changed their 
:names because they simply had to If they wanted to find 
a job and survtve. Given the prevailing discrimination In 
t.'le early 20th century,lt was much more likely that MiUer 
~uld be hired at the lumber yard, than Macharovsky. 
These Jews never stopped taking pride in their heritage 
and culture. To Imply they did is Insensitive and unfair. 
Tunnell finishes the paragraph in question by stating: 
"Maybe blacks have not progres~d as quickly as some 
other ethnic groups, but then there is no other ethnic 
group that had so far to go or has come so far from whence 
they began In America. Not to mention as those other ethnic 
groupsreachedtheirgoal.smanyojthemprueededtoju.mp 
on the band wagon and help hold the black man and 
woman back (my emphasis). · 
So, am I to mfer that Jews have now jumped on the 
band wagon and are helping to hold the black man and 
woman back? This is an Interesting argument Certainly 
others have made It before. Although I disagree with It, I 
would be more than happy to read an artlde in which you 
provide support for this assertlon. However, you provide 
no s upport. Tony Tunnell. You simply set forth this 
accusation without further comment. Therefore, in this 
context, your statement can be viewed as no more than a 
careless insult. 
Let me s ubmit. as my own opinion, the beUef that 
American Jews have historically been very supportive of 
the black freedom struggle. It was not so long ago that two 
young Jewish men and oneyoungblack man were murdered 
In Mississippi for their advocacy of the goals of the civil-
rights movement. It ismybellefthatJewish support of the 
movement for racial equality continues unabated. 
Whether this is so or not. TonyTunnell. your statements 
were uncalled for. Don't get me wrong; I do not accuse you 
of anU-Sem!Usm (although you seem to have no qualms 
about ac~uslng Goldberg of racism). I only counsel that 
you take your own advice with regard to the harm In 
treating others in an in.sensltlve and unfair manner . 
Stnen M. Levitan 
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Playing Politics with Environ~nental Disaster 
By Tony Ettore 
Nuclear waste is one of the unpleasan tries of modern 
society. Yet. like other externalities, It is mos tly ignored, 
if perceived a t all. That illus ion is being shattered in 
~!ichlgan currently. wruch could be the home of a la rge 
nuclear dum p in the near future. 
For decades. nuclear waste was shipped ofT to fa raway 
destinations. By the late 1970s. however. the s tates 
housing the dumps (:'\e\'ada. South Carolina and 
Washington) had wearied of alleviating other s ta tes' 
concerns by bankrupting their futures. They threatened 
10 close their dumps if a long-range policy were not 
fonn ula ted. 
Under this pressure, Congress passed the Low-Level 
Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980. This act and Its 
1985 amendments are to be implemented through a 
regional-compact system. which will see the construction 
of 13 to 16 waste facilities around the country. It Is clear. 
!hough, that Congress has little idea of what "low-le\·el" 
nuclear waste is . The legislative history of the act shows 
that no wastes from the power companies or defe nse 
mdustries wouJd be invol\"ed. yet these sources account 
for over 95 percent of the affected waste. 
Other factors cloud the issue . The act defines under 
the term "low-level waste· substances with half lives of 
over 50.000 years. There is no known method for 
engineering a s tructure to last the length of time that these 
wastes wiJI be dangerous ly toxic. The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission has attempted to diminish fears of nuclear 
contamJn a tion by indica ting thall t will license the facilities 
for 100 years. But what kind of assurance Is this. when 
the materials wUJ be hazardous for centuries? Furthermore, 
concerns for s tate self-determina tion have forced the 
unnecessary dlfTuslon of the wastes, a development for 
which no environmental-impactevo:tluallon was rompletecl. 
============:=::Tumaboul 
Michigan joined the Midwest Compact with Minnesota. 
Iowa. Missouri. Wisconsin. Indiana, Ohio and Illinois. 
Illinois, however, left the group when It became clear that 
the sole criterion to be used in selecting the dump site 
would be volume of waste produced (It was the largest 
producer). The burden of hous ing the clump then feU to 
Michigan. the next-la rgest producer. This selection is 
both unfa ir and hazardous to the Midwest's ecology. 
Unfair because Michigan's figure Is inflated over its 
citizenry's actual use. (SLxty percent oD 1ichlgan·s waste 
is a ttributable to the Donald C. Cook nuclear plants in 
Bridgman . which send 91 percent of the electricity they 
produce out of state.) Hazardous because of the slate's 
geographic peculia rities. 
Other than Florida and perhaps Louisiana. Michigan 
is the worst possible location for a nuclear waste facility. 
The s late sits In the heari of the Great Lakes watershed. 
which accounts for the overwhelming majority of ~he 
avallable fresh water In the United Stales. The National 
Academy of Sciences has warned that nuclear wastes 
should not be placed over any water table or In an area with 
a humid clima te. Michigan has both a high water table 
and a high humidity level. Given the Inevitability of leaks 
from any facUl ty constructed. locating the dump in Michigan 
is a form ;of long-range Russian roulette. 
The dec1zlon of the Midwest Compact to ignore public 
health and environmental safety as criteria for selecting 
the host s ta te is shortsighted and unfair. However. even 
more myopic was the political decision to promulgate the 
act. Sure stale sovereignty is important. but why flirt with 
ceriain environmental and human tragedy when there are 
other alterna tives? The arid s tates of the West. especially 
Nevada. with Its extensive salt dome formations and 
sparse population, a re ideally suited for a nuclear-waste 
facility. This Is not a case of the NIMBY (not in my 
backyard] syndrome. but a reasoned environmental and 
public-health decision. 
Recently. Michigan Governor James J . Blanchard 
halted the siting process within the s tale and threatened 
to introduce legislation on J uly I to withdraw Michigan 
from the Midwest Compact unless Congress took steps to 
address what he called "the unnecessary social, 
environmental and economic burdens that the proliferation 
of s ites causes in several states.· This follows on the heels 
of unanimous resolulions passed by both houses of the 
Michigan legislature last year asking Congress to address 
the many concerns with the Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Policy Act and its 1985 amendments. 
Though Governor Blanchard's concern with the over-
construction of sites is undoubtedly sincere. the concrete 
concerns with the compact legislation appear to be 
economic. While he has called for general Congressional 
review, he has only threatened to withdraw Michigan from 
the Midwest Compact if the current legislation Is not 
amended to oblige states to share financial obligations of 
cons tructing the facility and agree to shared liability for 
any problems that develop with the facUiry. 
This specific focus on fmancial issues seems misplaced. 
Blanchard should withdraw Michigan from the Midwest 
Compact on environmental grounds, not financial ones. 
At a time when Michiganders have explicitly asserted that 
environmental quality is important. as evidenced in 
Proposal C's S600 million bond proposal. s iting a nuclear 
waste dump In the s la te makes no sense. Certainly. the 
problem of nuclear waste must be dealt with. but policy 
should not be dissected by short-run political pressure. A 
thorough environmental analysis should be completed 
before the slUng of a nuclear-waste facility continues In 
Michigan or in any other state. One hopes the problem of 
low-level nuclear disposal will again be seen as something 
bes t dealt with on a national. rather than a regional. level. 
Don't Waste Michigan isa cicizen'sgroupjlghling the 
siring of a nuclear-waste facUUy In Michigan. To get 
im:olved. contact Eunice Hendrix at 769-8768. 
The Richness of Black History 
------------~~~--~--~--------------By Tony Tunnell 
Black his tory has many different facets . the most 
familiar aspect of black history is the American experience. 
This viewpoint of black history is more precisely American 
history with a focus on the parts played by blacks. If we 
hved in an equitable society. there should be no need to 
treat black his tory as a separate entity from American 
history. But since American history ofte n Ignores the 
contributions made by blacks. the concept of a separate 
black history has emerged out of necessity. 
Courses on black his tory a re taught at most major 
llilNersiUes. and It has become a respected discipline. 
Yany people look at this as a great accomplishment. and 
lhe universities praJse themselves for being so equitable. 
What Is amazing Is that academia has accepted the 
legitimacy of black his tory. but has not absorbed It Into 
American history. 
Il ls a fact that American his tory is based on the part 
!hat whites played In the development of America. and very 
frequently the only treatment given to blacks Is their ba ttle 
V.ith slavery and any depressing events of the black 
t:<perlence. American historians understand the major 
role blacks played In the development of this country. and 
lheyalso realize the reason history books have not reflected 
this is because ofwruteAmerica's racist background. Why 
shouldn't his tory books reflect the truth? Until American 
l:!story aborbs black history and teaches it a t all levels of 
~ucatlon , American his tory might as well s upport the 
'flat earth" theory. 
A knowledge of American his tory without some 
knowledge of black his tory Is Incomplete. Did you know 
that the first successful open heart operation was performed 
Cya black man? Old you know that the electric light bulb, 
that we all take for granted, was perfected for practical use 
by the development of a carbon filament which was 
patented by a black man named Lewis Howard Latimer? 
Old you know that the firs t machine Invented to make 
shoes which put Lynn. Mass., on the map. as the shoe 
capital of the world In the late 19th century. was invented 
by a black man named Jan E. Matzeliger? Old you know 
that the expression the "real McCoy· came from the 
exploits of a black man Elijah McCoy. because of his 
remarkable Inventory talents and holding of at least 57 
patents for his inventions? Did you know that Norbert 
RiJlleux. a black man. invented a world renowned sugar 
refining process that reduced the cost and Increased the 
effectiveness of the refining of sugar, which was also used 
to manufacture soap. gelatin. glue and many other 
products? Did you know that Granville T. Woods, a black 
man. invented the most efficient s team boiler furnace of 
!Us time. that he Invented and received a patent for a better 
telephone transmitter than Bell developed? He invented 
telegraphony. which allowed people to use the telegraph 
system without a knowledge of Morse Code. He Invented 
the Induction telegraph system that put trains In 
communlcallon with each other and enabled them to 
avoid accidents by Informing each other of their locations. 
and he received more than 50 patents for his inventions 
and was often referred to as the "black Edison.· Did you 
know that the gas mask and the automatic traffic s ignal, 
that we all run into everyday was invented by Garrett A. 
Morgan, a black man? Did you know that a black man by 
the name of Frederick Jones invented the refrigerated 
truck and the portable X-ray machine? 
11lls is only a very small sampling of some of the 
contributions that were made by black Americans during 
the 19th century, but if you are not black Ills very likely 
that you were completely unaware of these facts. American 
historians' trea tment ofrustory excludes blacks and leaves 
many while Americans in ignorant bliss thinking that 
everything they enjoy they invented. 
Another not widely promulgated aspect ofblack history 
is the influence of the black Egyptian civilization upon the 
western world. ll was actually the predecessor and the 
model that the Creek civilization attempted to emulate. 
Much of what the Greeks passed on to the world was 
learned from the Egyptians. An example Is the father of 
medicine. the Greek Hippocrates, who attributed his 
knowledge to the black Egyptian Imholep. The extent of 
black history outside America is virtua lly endless. and I 
can only barely scratch the surface. 
A complete exam ina lion of the history of blacks leads 
us back to the dawn of mankind. Not many years ago an 
eminen t archeologist by the name of Leaky discovered 
what has been accepted as the first man . This remarkable 
discovery was made on the continent of Africa, and the find 
established the fact that black people were the first homo 
sapiens to inhabit the earth. Of course this does not imply 
that all other races came from another planet: on the 
contrary, the anthropological explanation Is that as these 
people migrated into different geographic regions their 
skin and other affected characteristics evolved into what 
we today categorize as the different races. 11lls evolution 
was stimulated by the climates of the dlfTerenlgeographlcaJ 
regions. The differences In skin color are directly 
attributable to the sun. In order to adjust to varytng 
amounts of sunlight. which releases life sustalnlngvttamJn 
D. those that migrated to areas providing a lesser degree 
of sunlight experienced an evolution of their actual skin 
color from brown to pink. Those migrating to areas of more 
intense sun evolved from brown to even darker brown. Of 
course, by American s tandards today pink Is ~white" and 
brown Is "black.· This leads to the obvious conclus ion tha t 
not only Africans. but all of mankind originally descended 
from the black man. 
Ma ny people will read this and say that it Is tmposslble. 
but there Is no avoiding es tablished fact. Blacks are the 
parents of mankind and from thts knowledge blacks do not 
seek renown, but merely seek acceptance. As :'\1artin 
Luther King Jr. said, ·we mus t live together as brothers or 
we mus t perish together as fools.· 
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birth and longevity in the African milieu 
before commencing. at several dUTerent 
stages In human development. the unilal· 
era! migrations from Africa to Europe and 
Asia. or to the continents of the Old World. 
It now seems likely that early man was 
probably black before post-migration eli· 
matlc changes brought about the superfi-
cial physical variation characterized as "the 
races" today. It Is fruitless to seek human 
origins elsewhere. 
Similarly. modem archaeology has 
reconfirmed what Western historiography 
seems to have known very early - that 
Ancient Egypt was the first nation-state in 
history and is the remote mother of West-
ern clvl.llzaUon. which came to know mar-
vels of Ancient Egypt through the Greeks. 
Furthermore, It is generally conceded 
U1at the fundamental aspects and most 
typical manifestations of Ancient Egypt's 
civilization, such as divine kingship and 
the hieroglyphic language. are deeply rooted 
In the social structures and characteristic 
traJ ts ofblack Africa - south of the Sahara. 
These advances have been cast purely 
In terms of Ideas that have been revived 
because any scholar. even casually ac-
quainted with the classical Roman. and 
especially Greek writers. is aware of the 
almost universal admiration expressed for 
Egypt In these ancient texts. These same 
scholars clearly considered Africans to be 
the oldest branch of mankind and the flrst 
to become civilized (Diodorus. Universal 
History. book 111). 
Scarcely a generation ago, It would 
have been impossible for an African or 
Afro-American scholar to venture state· 
ments of fact as bold as these. The power-
ful barriers of academic racism obscured 
important sclentl.flc and historical realities 
In an Illegitimate and self-sustaining effort 
to construct and maintain a ·natural" racial 
hierarchy. more or less deeply rooted in the 
dawn of civilization. which saw whites as 
occupying the highest echelons of the 
human order and blacks holding exclusive 
dominion over the "lowest rung of human· 
tty." 
As one observer has noted. blacks were 
considered beyond the pale of civilization. 
In fact. in some quarters. they were consid-
ered beyond the pale of humanity. Black 
s kin and wooly hair became enduring 
symbols of natural Inferiority and "inner 
cognitive defect.· Where such racist atti· 
tudes did not direcllyact upon the ideologi· 
cal Inclinations and predisposilions of some 
scholars. the Influence of these attitudes 
was to be felt in prevailing methodological 
assumptions about Africa. Africans and 
African history. 
The statement that "Africa has no 
hlstoryl"wasan important declaration that 
continued right up unUJ twenty or thirty 
years ago. when It began to show signs of 
exhaustion which ultimately led to col-
lapse beneath the weight of racial progress 
on many fronts. Ancient Egypt, despite 
testimony from U1e Bible and the most 
venerated Greek and Roman writers was 
effectively broken away from the African 
continent and treated by Western universi-
ties and museums as an entirely distinc-
tive. non-African civilization. The African 
connection. when conceded. was usually 
represented as an accident of geography. 
This monumental absurdity. carried 
forth by generalion after generaUon of 
European and North American scholars 
trained to view Africa as historically Insig-
nificant. gave rise to far greater misrepre-
sentations about the African past. In a 
sense. by removing Ancient Egypt from 
African studies and insisting that the 
Sahara Desert acted as a sort of hermeUc 
frontier beyond which no black could pass. 
this approach carefully and very system-
Head of a statute of Tutankhamen. 
Dynasty XVUI. 1350-1314 B.C. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
atically alienated Africans from the vtgor-
ous ancient Mediterranean cultures to 
which we owe much ofWestern civiliza tion. 
Despite periodic attempts by some Afro-
American scholars such as W.E.B. DuBois . 
William Leo Hansbury and George Wells 
Parker. to demonstrate the inadequacy of 
this widely-held view, it persisted from the 
early 19th to the late 20th century. Per-
haps no single African or Afro-American 
scholar could have assailed this Intellectu-
ally and morally fragile situation with more 
credibility than the late Senegalese cul-
tural historian and nuclear phys icis t. 
Chelkh Anta Diop. 
Recognized as one of the black world's 
true intellectual giants. Diop was an Afri· 
can scholar. who. at the First World Festl-
val of Negro Arts held in I 966. shared a n 
award with the late W.E.B. DuBois. · as the 
writer who had exerted the greatest in flu· 
ence on Negro thought in the 20th cen-
tury.· That is to say. he was an individual 
entirely devoted toascienllflc understand-
ing of the human family's social and cul-
tural relationships and the eradication of 
racist suppositions and presumptions in 
the study of history and the evolution of 
societies. 
His 1974 book entitled "'The African 
Photo by Clinton Elliott 
Origin of Civilization: Myth or Reality.· 
acquainted English-speaking and Ameri-
can audiences. for the first time. with a 
startling new Afrocentric scientU1c a udac-
Ity that relied upon an amazing application 
of a number of disciplines to the recon-
struction of the African past in general a nd 
the racial aspect of Egyptian civilization in 
particular. 
"Once the perspeclives accepted until 
now by official s cience have been reversed. 
the his tory of humanity will become clear 
and the history of Africa can be written .. : 
wrote Diop in the preface to his 1974 book. 
"Only a Joyal. determined struggle to de-
stroy cultural aggression and bring out the 
truth. whatever It may be. Is revolutionary 
and consonant \vilh real progress: it is the 
only approach that opens on to the univer-
sal. Humanitarian declarations are not 
cal led for and add nothing to real progress. 
"Similarly. It is not a matter oflooking 
for the Negro under a magnifying glass as 
one scans the past: a great people has 
nothing to do with petty history. nor with 
ethnographic reflections sorely In need of 
renovation. It matters little that some 
brilliant Black individuals may have ex· 
isted elsewhere. The essential factor Is to 
retrace the history of an entire nation.· 
Significantly. unlike many of his white 
peers who wrote about the Greek ·miracle· 
as if analytic thinking and rationality were 
somehow the e-xclusive Invention oflonian 
Greeks. nowhere in his attempts to lift the 
idea of a black Egypt to an ·operative 
Scientific Concept.· did he sacrifice s cho-
lastic objectivity and appeal to any special 
creative or intellectual aptitude on the pan 
of blacks in shaping the civilization of 
Ancient Egypt. By remaining within the 
confines of science. he avoided reversing 
the intellectual and methodological pitfalls 
so common among Western academics . 
-rherefore. for us. the considerable 
new feat. is Jess having stated that the 
Egyptians were a black people in accor-
dance with the ancient writers. one of our 
principle sources. tha n having contributed 
to making this idea a fact of the African and 
world historical conscious ness. and espe· 
cially. a working scientifi c concept: this is 
what our predecessors had not succeeded 
in doirll!." 
lle <k1110nstratccl. with almos t Jegen· 
clary proiiriency. that Weste rn academia. 
in a maru H'f of speaking. had conspired to 
systemaiH lily distort and ·monstrously 
falsi(y" human history. Striving to com· 
plete his feat with the ·greatest degree of 
scienlil1r acruracy." Oiop concentrated on 
three furls that he considered fundamen-
tal to a any nation: Jan~uage. h istory and 
national temperament. The first two fac· 
tors occupied the majority of his work. 
A giltnl linguist. he s howed that the 
the language. as indicated by hieroglyph-
ics. wa::. mdisputably African with Semitic 
element'- constituting only surface. lexical 
stnrclures. or those characteristics relat· 
ing to Yocabulary as opposed to deep gram-
Answer to This 
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matical particularities. TI1is advance can-
not be stressed too much. for linguistics Is 
the one of the fundamental characteristics 
of reconstructive archaeology. 
In fact, the accessible summary of his 
work on the racial identity of the Ancient 
Egyptians may be found in the first chapter 
of Volume II of the General History series 
entitled "Ancient Civilizations of Africa.· 
In that chapter. Diop outlines with 
remarkable facility. the evidence from 
physical anthropology. prehistoric a rchae-
ology. linguistics. the classical writers and 
a unique melanin dosage test. suitable for 
e:dsttng mummies. that would incontesta-
bly classifY the Egyptians as. in Diop's 
terms. ·authentic Negroes.· 
Recognizing that the racial identity of 
Ancient Egyptian mummies was suscep-
tible to scientific detection through objec· 
u·.-e scientific procedures. Diop formulated 
a test that would determine the percentage 
of melanin to be found between the dermis 
and epidermis of a mummified corpse. 
~1elantn, of course. is the chemical respon-
sible for pigmentation in blacks. 
The test is valid and is suitable for use 
on the mummies of such noted Egyptian 
kings as Tutankhamen, Rameses II, Sell I 
and Thutmose III. These royal corpses are 
in an e..xcellent state of preser\'ation and 
are to be found in among the world famous 
collections of the Cairo Museum. 
Perhaps more important in under· 
standing the dynamics of chan~ing of the 
,uard. so to speak. in the iwld of African 
history and Egyptology is nn editorial dis· 
claimer printed al the end of his article that 
:naintains that ·not all tht· l'XJWrts inter· 
e:>ted in the problem of rart· in Ancient 
Egypt have accepted" his lcleas. 
There is no allempt to crillcize the 
5eienllfic basis ofthis argunll'll!. for that is 
far too diillcult an undertaking. The ells 
daimer is merely a rare exprt·~~ion of deep 
5oeated ideological prejudices t·xpresscd by 
an editor who considered the c·haptcr vul 
;;erable. 
Paradoxically. the ch,lpler is followed 
ty an annex that serves as a summary of 
the lJ.\lESCO "Symposium on the Peopling 
cf Ancient Egypt and the Deciphering oft he 
~leroitic Script.· a conferenrc held in Cairo 
1.1 1974. Diop had requested. as an essen 
tJal preliminary to his writing of a chapter 
for this volume. that this symposium be 
com·ened. with invitaUons to the world's 
leading Egyptologists. to discuss the dell-
-ate problem of race in Ancient Egypt. 
0\•er several days of discussions. he 
lald out. before those scholars who chose to 
attend, the overwhelming e\'idence that he 
had accumulated on the race of the Egyp· 
llans. Despite encountering considerable 
emotional and Intellectual hostility to his 
~repositions from the 20 prominent Egyp· 
1~1ogists. none of them. howe\·er brilliant. 
was able to refute his contention that Egypt 
i.'aS, at all times In her greatness, a black 
country. That Is . no one could counter his 
jlOSiUon with a positive thesis dcmonstral· 
Jlg a white or Asiatic basis of Egyptian 
crv!llza tion. 
Therefore. tn the general conclusion to 
the annex. the reality was made clear In the 
bllowing terms: 
·Although the preparatory working 
Jlaper sent out by UNESCO gave partlcu-
Jars of what was desired, not a ll parlicl· 
pants had prepared communications 
comparable with the pains takingly re· 
searched contributions of Professors Cheik 
Anta Dlop and Obenga. There was conse· 
quenlly a real Jack of balance In the discus · 
slons.· 
This contradiction. within the very same 
volume. of the editorial disclaimer follow-
ing Dlop's article. s howed quite clearly that 
the advocates of a white, mLxecl race or 
Asiatic Egypt scarcely had arguments worth 
In assessing the situation. Diop pointed African history. whether his intentions are 
out that the conference. which was unlike political or not. has now been equipped 
any other that had occurred In this field. with the tools to view the drama and the 
was. In reality. ·a new page in African pageantry of African history in a format 
historiography.· besides which. as Dlop points out, all oth· 
"This s tudy makes it necessary to ers are "purely relative." 
rewrite world history from a more scientific That Is, the West. which Is preoccupied 
standpoint. taking Into account the Negro· with Its Judeo-Christlan heritage. cannot 
African component. which was for a long hope to sustain the racial exclusiveness 
time preponderant. It means that it is now that has been the mainstay of some stan-
possible to build up a corpus of Negro· dard works of history and classics. The 
African humanities resting on a solid his· truth is that both these distinctive ele· 
ments can be traced back to the black root 
from which much of early human history 
springs. Who can seriously dispute that 
the Jews. by their own Old Testament 
tradition In Exodus. fu-st appeared in Egyp· 
Uan civilization as slaves on the Pharaoh's 
building projects when Egypt was already . 
millennia old. 
The is no need to address the question 
of who preceeded whom. Moses. according 
to Biblical tradition. grew up as a child of 
the Pharaoh . The very same Biblical tradl· 
tion relates the the Egyptians were consld· 
ered among the descendants of Ham. the 
son of Noah who is Identified as the pro-
genitor of blacks. It is not possible lo read 
the Old Testament and avoid this obser· 
vation. 
Similarly. the Creeks. who are Inap-
propriately credited with far too much of 
human Intellectual history- particularly 
mathematics. science and philosophy. 
established their first and only truly great 
Intellectual capital at Alexandria 111 Egypt 
- not Athens. Sparta. Corinth or other 
European city. 
They knew where the knowledge was 
and dectded to congregate there to avarl 
themselves of a historic tradition that 
dwarfed their 0\\11. 
Delicately fashioned bronze head of a black youth. 
From southern Italy. 5th centuzy B.C. 
Who can seriously belie\'e that Py· 
thagorasoriglnated the theorem that bears 
his name. when the Pyramids at GIZa was 
constructed more than 23 centuries before 
he was bom and he was reputed to have 
studied anywhere from se\'en to 22 years In 
Egypt? He Is not the only Creek who has 
been elevated loa position he simply should 
not occupy. In proper perspective. the dis-
tance between the construction of the 
Pyramids and the birth of Alexander the 
Great is as long as the distance between 
Ale..xander and our own time. The West has 
proceeded with an outrageously Inflated 
perception of Its own accomplishments 
and It is clear that massive adjustments 
are necessary to foster a more accurate 
picture of human progress. 
of the name. In Dlop's words. the advo-
cates of a while Egypt have merely ·refused 
to renounce terrain they have already lost.· 
He noted that black Americans and Afri· 
cans are now capable of refuting unscien· 
tific information and revealing the fraudu· 
lent effort to whiten Ancient Egypt and 
thus remove it from the treas ures of the 
black world. 
The notion of a white or Arable origin of 
Ancient Egyptian civilization is linguistic, 
social. cultural and intellectual nonsense 
unsupported by the record and unsub-
stantiated by anything more than the 
same old tired racism with a late 20th 
century face. No serious scholar would 
declare himself In favor of such propos!· 
lions today. 
toricaJ basis instead of being suspended in 
mid-air.· \vrote Diop in the conclusion of 
his chapter. 
"The rediscovery of the true past of 
African peoples should not be a divisive 
factor, but should contribute to uniting 
them. each and all. binding them together 
from the north to the south oft he continent 
so as to enable them to carry out together 
a new historical mission for the greater 
good of mankind: and that is In keeping 
with the ideal of UNESCO.· 
Although a great deal remains to be 
done in terms of popularizing the implica-
tions of that symposium and. indeed. the 
changes that wtll flow from the General 
History as a whole. one cannot mlnlmlze of 
evade that fact that the serious student of 
In covering a period of time from two 
million years B.C. to the present. the 
UNESCO General History series UJumi· 
nates many obscure topics and synthe-
sizes previously segregated events and 
people in a way that that can only foster a 
greater understanding of the African past 
as a building block of greater human 
understanding. 
Once these Ideas and perspectives are 
accepted for what they represent in human 
history and people of African descent are 
restored to some semblance of intellectual 
and historical equality. the notion of Black 
History Month will dissolve into an unintel-
ligible and curious sidebar as rational people 
join hands In embracing a common social, 
cultural and Intellectual hlstory. 
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LSSS Argues Over Committee Staffing Rules 
By John Panourgias 
The Law School Student Senate (LSSS) 
voted 10·0 with one abstention to accept 
an amended proposal for a Review 
Committee submitted by the Placement 
Committee last week. This committee would 
be responsible for reviewing violations of 
recruitment guidelines in the Placement 
Office. 
The LSSS discussed only the section 
dealing wllh how membership for the review 
committee would be determined. The 
original proposal stated that the faculty 
would be allowed to choose six out of ten 
members of the proposed committee, with 
students choosing the other four members. 
Of the four members selected by students. 
two would be choosen by the LSSS and two 
selected by the "basement groups:· the 
Black Law Students Association. the 
Hispanic Law Student Association, the 
Woman Law Student Association, the Asian 
American L.:'lw Student Association. the 
Native American Law Student Association. 
the Lesbian and Cay Law Students and the 
Jewish Law Students. 
From this pool, a committee of five. 
three faculty, one LSSS choosen 
representative and one "basement group" 
member would form the review committee. 
Jackie Raznik's proposal for allowing 
minority groups not part of the "basement 
group· to have a voice was accepted. The 
LSSS also approved Sandford Perl's 
procedural amendment stating that each 
basement group was to have one vote in 
choosing the representatives. 
The debate became furious and tense 
over the three hours the LSSS discussed 
this matter. 1\vo amendments to the 
original Placement Committee report 
surfaced. Raznik introduced an 
amendment calling on the LSSS to choose 
three members of the pool while the fourth 
member would be from the minority group 
who allegedly faced discrimination during 
a particular Interview. After Raznik's 
proposal was defeated. Third Year 
Representative David Lutz made a 
compromise proposal. 
Perl argued for this proposal noting 
that people from the minority group will be 
able to identify with the discrimination 
faced by the complaining student. As an 
e.xample, he noted that a non-Jewish 
student would have a difficult time trying 
to understand what a Jew would consider 
anti-Semitic. However, a number of 
students felt that thlsatutude would destroy 
the ability of different racial. religious and 
ethnic grou ps to work together on these 
problems. As Jocelyn Rouse noted . the 
strength of the Placement Committee's 
proposal is tha t It provides that basement 
groups have to work together in order to 
establish the committee members and lead 
to greater understanding among them. 
Another focal point of the debate ocrurred 
over whether the LSSS should choose all the 
student members of the review committee. 
Chris Adams. speaking as a LSSS secretary 
and President of the Native Arneriran Law 
Students. Indicated that he felt more 
comfonable with the LSSS picking the 
members of the committee. The LSSS Is "the 
representative of the student body and 
reflective of their views.· Adams stated. 
Adams drew sharp and direct criticism 
on this point from LSSS President Danielle 
Carr and LSSS representative Lisa Freeman. 
Carr noted most law students did not vote for 
the LSSS officers and that there is a general 
apathy among the law school community 
towards the LSSS. Freeman noted that she 
was "tired of hearing the argument that the 
LSSS represents lhe law school student 
body." Freeman stated that the basement 
groups do more leg work on Issues of 
discrimination in placement and are welJ 
qualified to be members of the review 
committee. freeman made a point of 
sayin~ that members ofbasement groups 
live daily with the problems of 
discrimination and are keenly aware of 
their needs. She also said that while not 
every minority is a member of a basement 
~roup. the groups represent these 
student's conrems regardless of their 
membership. 
Raznik's first proposal to have three 
members appointed by the LSSS was 
defeated by nearly a two-lhirdsvote. Then 
Davrd Lutz made a compromise proposal. 
Lutz stated that the basement groups 
would choose a pool of ten people from 
which the LSSS would choose their two 
rcpre<;entativcs. This also was defeated 
by a sirmlar vote. Adams. up to then an 
opponent of the Placement Committee's 
report. railed on the LSSS to s u pport it 
since it was better then the present 
process. The final proposals made by 
Raznik and Perl made the Placement 
Commit tee's report acceptable to the rest 
of the 1-SSS. - rhank you. thank you very 
much.· a tired but happy Sam Sih·er. 
Placement Committee Chairperson stated 
as he left lhe meeting. 
THE FEDERALIST SOCIETY presents: 
Property: The Founding, The Welfare 
State, and Beyond 
Eighth Annual National Symposium, March 1 0-1 1, 1989 
University of Michigan Law School, Hutchins Hall 
Speakers Include: 
Judge Frank Easterbrook (9th Cir.) 
Judge Douglas Ginsburg (DC Cir.) 
J udge Alex Kozinski (9th Cir.) 
Judge Stephen Williams (DC Cir.) 
Judge Ralph Winter (2nd Cir.) 
Former Attorney General Edwin Meese 
Former Solicitor General Charles Fried 
Dean Lee Bollinger (UM) 
Prof. James Krier (UM) 
Prof. William Miller (UM) 
Prof. Carl Schneider (UM) 
Prof. Ellen Frankel Paul (Bowling Green) 
Prof. Richard Stewart (Harvard) 
Prof. Richard Eps tein (Chicago) 
Mr. J oseph Sobran (National Review) 
Mr . Peter Huber (The Manhattan Institute) 
and many, many morel I 
Registration forms can be obtained from Ron Wernette (21) and returned to him. There is a $5.00 registration fee fo r students. There will also be a 
reception and banquet Saturday night, March 11, 1989, featuring an address by Edwin Meese. The cost of the banquet is $20.00 for students. 
\ 
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Classifieds Submit pieces w I proper remittance (50~ / ftrSt 25 words, 25 t / each additional 10 words) to Lisa Salvia's pendaflex by noon Mondays. (2L) Notices for student organizations in good standing with the RG are free . 
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Snowbunny: Boyne Mt. would like you to return the snow 
you took last weekend. P.S. Thanks for the week off. 
Loves lave 
SPRING BREAK!!! YIPPEE!!! 
lhongs on lee· T-Shlrts for sale! $9. A bar!!aln at twice 
the price. Supplies limited. If interested. leave note In 
Matt Rosser's or Adam Shayne's pendaOe.:<. 
Pthan Eosner: You really are a horrible person and 
everyone thinks so. 
To Scott Powell: My computer game is better than your 
computer game. Especially when I've got polymorph 
technology. 
Congratulations Jamie! You're gonna be great. Can I have 
one of the big locking clte-checlting carrels? Your Pal. S. 
o. 
R D.: Where do you draw the line. where do you draw the 
line??? Are the notes Important??? What Is the theory of 
liability??? And I say .. so what!!! (And you thought I 
wouldn't send you a personal!) B.R. 
Championship Hockey, Thursday. 11 :45 p.m .. Yost Ice 
Arena. Last game of the season. Bring your Thongs. 
Schnookums:, I love you. I love you. I love you. Are you 
reading this or not? 
Steve 0. and the "Thong· faithful: Thanks foryoursupport 
during the season. You've been great. "111ongs on Ice" 
HI Noel. Did you dump that guy yet? Say hi to Peggy and 
friends for us. Your pals. S.K. and S.O. 
W.G.: Prepare for a desert Oash Oood to end all Ooods. The 
earth will tremble and shake. knockJng pagan Idols from 
their pedestals. Whirley Ball II -The Revenge. coming soon 
to a Whirley Ball court near you. Details to follow. Cactus 
Stomper and Gump. 
She's coming back from Germany and looking to make 
your llfe miserable agaln ... BEWARE. BRINKMEISTER! 
Lose the wench! 
Vixen: Haven'theard from you in awhile. Keep up the good 
work 
II For Sale or Rent II 
Super Sublet May to Sept. fall option on huge. 2 person 
efficiency. fully furnished (including kitchen) with Fireplace. 
front porch & large backyard. 1 blork from law school. 
$400/mth negotiable. heat includ<:'d. Contact Kathy Weir 
by p-Oe..x or call 668 7120. 
1\vo law students (currently 2Ls) nerd a non smolting 
male or female to share a 3 bedroom house beginning May 
15. Fully furnished. fireplare, mirrowa,·e. dishwasher. 
washer/ dryer. 2 full bathroom~. lots of storage space. 
parkings. 2 blocks from Law School. $325/mth (Includes 
water) + utilities. Call Pam or Hal at 747-7951. 
Three female law students need a non-smoking roommate 
to share a bedroom In a modem 3 bedroom apartment 
beginning mid-May. Fully-furnished. central a/c. 
microwave. 2 full bathrooms. covered parking. sundeck. 
v.·asher/ dryer In building. 2 blocks from Law School. 
$298/ mth (Includes heat). Call Christine or Sharon at 
995-5745 for more info. 
- . --- ........ ~ .. 
Wanted: Corporation. Securities. or Agency nutshells. 
Call Kathy Weir at 668-7120 or by p-Oex. 
with indigent victims of domestic vtolence tn Washtenaw 
County. For more Information, contact Christine Dry lie or 
II II 
JuliaStronksat763-6591. Resumesshouldbesubmitted ]J1C{iCC:$ by Friday. March 3. The Summer Coordinator position 
has been funded by an SFF grant In past years. 
~================================~ 
111e Family Law Project Is looking for a Summer Coordinator The Res Gestae Is looking for people willing to work long 
for Summer 1989. Duties I nclucle client contact and hours for no pay or other gratification. Glory awaits!! 
representation. office management, and otherwise working Apply at 721 S. State St. 
·stanley H. Kaplan 
· has 
The Best Evidence! 
KAPLAN-SMH JULY, 1988 MICHIGAN BAR EXAM PASS RATES: 
(BEFORE APPEALS) 
FIRST TIME TAKERS 
------------
STATE KAPLAN/SMH 
PASS RATE PASS RATE 
DETROIT COLLEGE OF LAW 60% 65% 
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 92% 98% 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 90% 92% 
T. COOLEY LAW SCHOOL 74% 92% 
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT 83% 92% 
ALL MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOLS 79% 89% 
KAPLAN-SMH PASS RATES EXCEED THE STATE AVERAGES IN EVERY MICHIGAN 
LAW SCHOOL 
-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
See your Campus Rep, or call: 
Ann Arbor East Lansing 
203 E . Hoover St. II I I Michigan Ave. 
AM Arbor. Ml 48104-3704 E. Lansing, Ml 48823-4019 
(3 13) 662-3149 (517) 332-2539 
Detroit Area 
Crossroads Office Centre 
16250 Nonhland Dnve 
Soulhfield, Ml 48075-5205 
(313) 569-5320 
Grand Rllplds 
2627 East Beltline S.E. 
Grand Rap1ds, M1 49.506-5937 
(616) 957-9701 
KAPLAN·SMH, MICHIGAN'S BAR REVIEW 
f 
CROSSWORD 
By Tim Connors 
ACROSS 
1. Genghis and Kublai Khan or a 
bunch of Eberhard Faber pencils 
7. Tape or whiskey 
12. Deliberately irrational a rt 
movement or Ugandan tyrant 
13. Welcome, place. or Jaundro-
14. Ex-Roxy MusicJan and ambient 
drone guy Brian 
15. Michigan burg Bad_ 
16. Leader of Gang of Four _: the 
ChJnese conspirators. not the 
Leeds band 
19. lnJtlals of Ring cyclist or Hart to 
Hart star 
20. British legislature or funk 
pioneers of "Tear the Roof off the 
Sucker" fame 
21. "I Shall be 
23. ·-Wisconsin" 
24. "A Boy Named_. 
26. 70s pop band with strings and a 
spaceship 
27. Giants outfielder Mel 
28. ·_1 Love You" 
29. Ideological rivals of Federalist 
Soc. 
30. United Artists' logo 
32. Meals 
35. Ray Charles standard or home of 
Carter and Coke ill 
39. Nonvegian capital 
40. Leader of 20 Across (part two) or 
JeiJerson's second Vice-President 
42. Bridget Loves _ _ 
43. Approach sideways. furtively 
45. US imrnJgratlon authority 
46. • Sixteen" 
48. Leggo my _ 
50. "Old" in German. or model Carol 
51. Bothersome 
54. Drifter McPhatter . TraUblaur 
Drexler. or outlaw Barrow 
57. Polish, hom. or tree 
58. Holiday egg drink 
59. Vogue term for parent-taught kJd 
62. Med. E.umlner 
63. Pallid 
64. Observer 
DOWN 
1. Smart or House 
2. Urn poem type 
3. Not appUc. 
4. Moreno, Bradley. and Khayyam 
5. Soupspoon 
6. Sober 
8. Ellie Mae's name for the Clampett 
pool 
9. Biblical seed-spiller 
10. Maytals' front man 
11. Maker ofTwinkiesTM . Ho-Hosn.. 
and Fruit Pies 
12. Dick Sargent and Dick York 
16. What Webster calls his. adoptive 
mom 
17. Mrs. KttUe 
18. Ad 
20. Phys. Ed. 
22. Lumbetjacks 
25. Muckraker Sinclair 
27. Exam, hygiene, and Roberts 
30. Foreigner tune described by 51 
Across 
31. Bronze. Gilded, or Jazz 
33. Sideways-dancing Britlsh pop 
star Rick 
34. Cough-syrupy berry liqueur - a 
perennJal teen favorite 
36. Era 
37. EB Williams· ball club or '50s 
doo-wop group 
38 . The Ill. Central Railroad 
40. Maj.'s boss 
41. VI-IV 
42. Namesake of reactionary 
organization 
44. One who's faster than a walker 
but slower than a runner 
47. Rowdy 
49. Dwarf 
50. South YemenJ capital 
52. High _ 
53. Dudley Do-right's girlfriend 
55. Moo, or 1976 Bowie collaboration 
with 14 Across 
56. South American seven-octave 
singer Sumac 
57. Great detective's monogram 
60. ·corporations· at UM Law 
61. Initials of late "Ooh! Pretty 
Woman· s inger 
Answer on Page Six 
Survey Says ... By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers 
Five Most Common 
Fast Food Places 
in Ann Arb or• 
Some Favorite RfStaurants 
in Ann Arbor (Or, Restaurants that 
more than two people call their favorite)• 
Number of Ethnic Restaurants in the 
Ann Arbor Area• 
(out of a total of 39} 
~ 5· rn~ ~~w 3 rn~ wH rn~ w rn~w 
r/l -~ -r/l -r/l 
'C ~ -6 >. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
8 ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
•From Annual Ann Arbor 
Guide, '88-89 
Gratzi 
Earle 
Cottage Inn 
Gandy Dancer ~iE~itl 
Uno's 
Brown Jug 
•From a random sample of 50 law students 
Chinese 17 Greek 4 
Italian 10 Japanese 3 
Korean 6 Middle East 3 
Mexican 5 Hawaiian 1 
Gennan 4 Indian 1 
French 4 Thai 1 
•From Annual Ann Arbor Guide, "88-9 
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Hockey Championship To Be Played on Tf!ursday 
_Continued from page 1WELVE 
heart. as much more would be heard from the Lifton line 
later in the evening. 
With the beginning of the second period further helmet 
reinforcements arrived rendering Thongs on Ice virtually 
indestructible. The highlights of this fascinating period 
includ6d Thpng defenseman Dave "Lint" Breuch taking a 
slap-shot in the chest, a happy-go-lucky AEP! player 
mirthfully clubbing Mr. Schneck over the head with his 
sUck and proceeding menily as a cricket to the penalty 
box. and the delightful Colleen "The Scarr Grant losing 
her shoe beneath the bleachers with 1:35 remaining In the 
period. which ended 2-0 Thongs. 
AlUson Zousmer skates surprisingly well. 
The third period was even more action-packed than 
the second. Less than two minutes ln. Ted !rousers· 
:\1acVeagh let fly with a rannonous slap-shot which was 
lipped in by the ever-present Chris !he Bathtub" White. 
The assists went to Mr. Mar\'eagh and Dave "The Rumpus 
Room· Stillman. who was unanimously selected by the 
fore ign press as the best-dressed Thong. 
Mr. Stillman was wearing an official Red Wings· jersey 
with his name and #22 sown on the back. The jersey was 
a Valentine's Day gift from the generous Chris Fleming. 
(And all I got for Valentine's Day was a card from the 
Sluggers. Thanks. guys .) Stillman also wore matching 
hockey pants and leggings. a5 well as an official pair of gray 
Calvin Klein bikini hockty briefs. As Ms. Fleming 
summariZed during the matrh, ·Do they play two halves or 
three in this game?" 
Back to the action - a mere two minutes later the 
Thongs were on the atlack once again. Diane ·catsup" 
Uflon was perched in front of the net with the puck on her 
slick. poised to knock in what would have been her record 
62nd goal of the season. But then a frisky AEPI defender 
grabbed the frozen piece of rubber with his hand and 
pulled it underneaU1 him. The jocose. jocular. jorund. 
jaunty. and jolly goalie a !so joyously. joyft tlly. and jovially 
raised the net off of its mo01 111t:s. 
This caused even U1c c.lllul• ntly incompett•nt referees 
to award the pesky ThowJs a rare penally shot for the 
playful AEPi delay of gamt• \'lolation. "The most exciting 
play In hockey. there il Is." l'Xplained horkey historian 
Stephen "Bozo the" Klein. The rambunctious crowd was 
screaming for Ms. Lifton to lal\e the s hot, but she merrlfully 
chose not to cause the hospitable AEPi nctminder-chum 
anymoreembarrassmentl h ' neressary: thussheylelded 
to the lesser-skilled players. 
1)rler "Pear Xeclar· Patlk.tu graciously agreed to take 
the shot. The plucky Article~ Editor politely banked the 
puck ofT the left post pa~t the neighborly nelmlnder-
comrade and into the net. "I ky goalie, you're not a sieve. 
you're a black hole," loudly quipped powerful Thong fan 
Tom "My New Boss· Howlett. Second-year Thomas 
SandiJands responded \\ith the nr-shatlering cough which 
has come to be the highligh t of Professor Simpson's 
English Legal History class. 
Down 4 -0. the desperate brotherly AEPi pals resorted 
to overly friendly hockey. At the nL,e minute mark a free-
and-easy AEPi playmate was shuffied off to the penalty box 
for hugging. This drew the dreaded ·coon" chant from the 
increasingly raucous Thong fans. 
The brunt of most fan abuse was the buoyant and airy 
#23. Happy as the day is long. #23 spent the whole gan1e 
hanging around center Ice a nd playing Dino Ciccerelli 
style s_-hole hockey. This spirited laziness led to three 
jubilant third period breakaways for the waggish #23. 
Each time down. however. the mirthful #23 would 
wind up an embarrassed piece of sunny and rollicking 
AEPi pie piled In the corner. On his final run. the vivacious 
#23 was totally humiliated by Mr. Perfect. Thong netminder 
Dan ·scissors· Miller. "That's okay. 23, you'll get another 
chance to s_. • Thong fan and bad guy berator :vtike 
Roche possibly yelled. Interestingly. the cheery #23 \vill be 
attending the law school next year and should become a 
Thongs_-holeforthe 1990season. Ironyoflronies. Yep. 
"It's time fora new paragraph now," wrote an exhausted 
Chief Crumbcake. unable to come up with a transition 
sentenct 'lt4:30 in the morning. With a minute remaining 
In the game. the Thong faithful rose to their feet inspiring 
the ·summer Starters and a Third Year- line to make one 
more heroic effort. Ms. Lifton dove to the ice dragging both 
peaceful AEPi defense men down with her. and Mr. Sih·er 
pinned both friendly wingers against the boards. leaving 
Mr. Paetkau free to hammer a backhand home and 
complete his hat-trick with 30 seconds remaining on the 
clock. 
111e assists went to Peter "Parsley· Murphy. who 
performed magnificently at both ends of the ice in this. his 
first starting performance. and Hal "The Stapl~r· 
Burroughs. Mr. Burroughs's majestic assist brought 
admlrtng shrieks from the crowd. but esperially vocal in 
her approval was Thong megafan Mrs. Hal ·A woman 
called Mrs. Hal" Burroughs. Moments like these are those 
which make hockey one of the greatest games played on 
ice. 
Thus the game ended with a 5-0 Thong \ictory and 
joyous throngs ofThongsters rushed to touch the head of 
Mr. Shutout. Dan "Potted Plant" Miller. Mr. Miller was 
truly the forgotten man of the evening. The amicable AEPi-
ers dearly forgot about him. notching fewer than 10 shots 
on goal. although se\·eral were from inside center ice. As 
the Rodney Dangerfield oflaw school netminders put it. "It 
was really getting lonely down there. I thought ofheading 
to the Jug early (for the lrad!Uonal post-game victory 
celebration)". 
The win was especially satisfying for all the Thongs. as 
this was the first game they coulcLhave won without Chris 
White. 
The Thong Championship Express makes Its fmal 
stop of 1989 this Thursday evening at 1 I :45 p.m. (at Yost 
Arena) as our hen:~stake on a group o1' other players for the 
championship of whatever bracket they are now ln. A large 
fan turnout would be greatly appreciated and could mean 
the difference between a glorious Thong triumph and a 
crushing defeat which would haunt our once-proud 
rinksters for the remainder of the decade. 
The Thong players would like to tha nk last week's 
crowd for its vocal support. At 42 strong the assemblage 
actually sounded more like a rabid gang of some 47. 
Actual noise arising from the fans was a welcome surprise. 
and one hopes it is only a quiet precursor to the deafening 
din which will be produced by tomorrow's championship 
crowd. 
As if deliriously exciting hockey wasn't enough reason 
for turning out at Yost this week, Thursday's game Is the 
first annual "Thong Night.· Any fan arriving at the 
stadium with a pair of thongs will receive half price 
admission. as well a~ the special thrill of being able to 
throw the thongs on the Ice after the flf'St Thongs on lee 
goal. 
Thursday is also $50 bUI night. Every fan who can 
correctly discO\·er the Identity of a disguised Steve Olson 
and make the noise of a barnyard animal will receive a 
crisp new 850 bill. Red Wing great Adam Oates has also 
promised to be in attend?.nce at the championship game. 
Several fans belieYed they spotted :\1r. Oates at a Thongs 
game a few weeks ago. but when the would-be Oates 
flipped ofT RG Editor-In-Chief Paul Czarnota. It became 
clear that the Oates impersonatorwas just another saUsfied 
Res Gestae reader. 
There will also be an opportunity to purchase your 
\'ery own attracth·e Thongs on !eel -shirt at the game for the 
low. low price of nine dollars. These are the very same 
official 1 OO".u cotton shirts you have seen the Thong super· 
athletes and an overweight spons reporterweanngaround 
can'!;)lls. Less than 30 of these valuable keepsakes 
remain. so act quickly and purrhase several of these 67-
of-Hs· kmd collectors Items. It's the perfert holiday stockJng-
stufTer. 
If you would !Jke a t-shlrt. but find you cannot attend 
the game for some unforgh•able reason. drop a letter 
e~"Pressmg your interest In Adam Shayne's or :vtatlhew 
Rosser's pendaflex. And now for a limited tlme only. 
everyone purchasing a !-shirt will receive one thong at 
absolutely no extra charge. Talk about a footwear dream 
come true! Make it yours today. 
Anti If these weren't reasons enough to attend (and by 
gosh. don't you think lbey oughta be?) great horkey player 
and person Lisa McCorrr.tr:{ has offered to buy drinks at 
the Brown Jug for everyone In attendance If the Thongs 
win. Ms. McConn:ck summarized the wann feelings held 
by each and every Thong. as this magical season draws to 
a close. when she reminisced. "If you write anything nasty 
about me again. I'll break your legs: 
Hunter's Top Guns 
1. OKLAHOMA 
Good through March 31,1987 
kinko·s· 
the copy center 
Open 7 Days 
Michigan Union 
662-1222 
coupon must accompany order 
2. ARIZONA 
3 . GEORGETOWN 
4. NORfH CAROLINA 
5. INDIANA 
6. SYRACUSE 
7 . DUKE 
8. MISSOURI 
9. ILLINOIS 
10. LOUISVILLE 
11. WEST VIRGINIA 
12. FLORIDA ST. 
13. MICHIGAN 
~------~--~~--~----~~~~--~--~--------~~~~~~~ . ~ ••• \~&~~ ~~ -~ • 
'----- ---- ---- ----
14. STANFORD 
15. SETON HALL 
16. IOWA , 
17. UNLV 
18. N. CAROLINA ST. 
19. ST. MARY'S (CAL) 
20. UTEP 
21. OHIO ST. 
22. PROVIDENCE 
23. OREGON ST. 
24. LSU 
25 .. MEMPHIS ST. 
' . 
'·)) #,# • .#-J ,. 
... ........... - .. -- ... ------- --
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To the Finals! Miller's Shutout, Paetkau's Hat Trick, Highlight Thongs' Ice Victory 
By Steve Olson 
!ltis game was so exciting you don't even need a zany 
quote In lhe opening sentence.· wrote Chlef Crumbcake. 
lhe bashful and unassuming boy who s ingle-handedly 
made lhe Michigan Law School Hockey team what it is 
today. Then lhe article continued. 
Thongs on Ice skidded Into the playoffs last Thursday 
night. humbled. hurting. a nd humiliated from successive 
thrashJngs at lhe hands of vulgar and arrogant frat 
weasels. All lhls would change dramatically that very 
special evening. as our fighting Thongs were placed in a 
miserably low playoff bracket. one better suited to the 
team's considerable but unique abilities. This generous 
seeding ran the Thongs smack Into a fr iendly flock of frat 
fellas from AEPI. 
All cards were seemJngly stacked agaJnst ourvaliantly 
slumping Thongs as the evening began. Even the once-
friendly equipment guys refused to grant our skating 
demigods a sufficient number of helmets, leaving half lhe 
team dangerously exposed. The deficiency in protective 
headgear had its benefits. however. as lhe loyal fans were 
a t last able to catch a glimpse of wha t lhe beloved Thongs 
looked like underneath lheir articles of battle. 
From lhe group of seemingly Identical ska ting machines 
emerged Individuals wilh distinct appearances a nd 
personali ties. The crowd quickly realized what a fi ne and 
wholesome group of young men and women coach Adam 
!lte Lamp" Shayne had assembled. The impressed 
crowd's sentiments were succinctly s ummalized by John 
"StilJ a Ball Hog· Panourgias who concluded. "Diane Lifton 
definitely has the best hair on the team. · a comment which 
ls especially meaningful coming from one as well colffed as 
the Panour. 
"Where's Tamara?" dozens of disgruntled Thong fa ns 
and players inquired as game time approached. "Tamara 
Nigh t" started slowly as did the game itself. but upon Ms. 
Law in the Raw 
We've Got a Million of Them 
Do your non-legal friends (if you have any) insist on 
telling you the newest lawyer joke that's going a round? 
Well. you can beatlhem to lhe punchllne if you read on: 
. . . 
Changing lawyers is like moving to a different deck 
chair on the Titanic. 
An old story about the theft of some chickens: 
Judge: Are you lhe defendant? 
Defendant: Nope. I'm the guy who stole the chickens. 
. . . 
A young man struck up a communication with a 
young woman In a singles bar. All went well until he 
admitted he was a dentist. at which point she lost interest 
in him. The next evening and again the next night. the 
same thing happened over and over. 
Finally. on the fourth evening. lhe bartender. who 
had overheard much of what had transpired, took the 
dentist aside a nd explained that this was primarily a 
lawyers' hangout. and that most of the women patrons 
seemed to prefer them. 
The dentist took lhe ball and ran with it. He told the 
next woma n he met that he was a partner at Dewey. 
Cheatham & Howe. They struck up a conversation and 
they were soon headed off to her apartment to see her 
etchings. 
As he paid the tab, he told the bartender, "Hey. this 
Is great. I've only been a lawyer for an hour and a half and 
I'm already screwing someone!" 
Nolo News, Fall 1988 
"What does the "G" in "G-spot " Stand For'? " 
Selchow & Righter, the good people who brought 
those of us In the good old U.S. of A. the game Trivial 
Pursuit. recently sued Hom & Abbott. the Canadian 
manufacturer of the same game. (Those of us In lhe 
\.. 
Kettner's ariival the spilits of everyone in the arena were 
understandably lifted. As throngs of Thong followers 
patien tly waited for an opportunity to have a llfelime 
keepsake photograph taken \vilh the vivacious Ms. Keltner. 
lhe team began to settle down and begin what could truly 
be called one of the most dominant team performances in 
rink history. 
With 9:13 remaining in the first peliod a fresh supply 
of helmets arrived and sent the confidence of the Thongs 
soaring. The original spark was provided by the Summer 
Starter Line. Luke "The Duck" Simon performed brilliantly 
followi ng his move from defense to center. Ken !lte Fork" 
Wittenberg made a spectacular IM hockey debut a t one 
wing after missing the first five articles of lhe season with 
a painful yet disgusting rash. and Ted "The Spatula" 
Schneck skated out of his customary goalle position to put 
In an outstanding performance at the other wing. 
Schneck played so well that it would seem a shame to 
conceal these newly found talents behind goalie pads 
during the fmal game. That decision will be up to Cap'n 
Adam "Adamatic" Shayne. "Adamatic is not even a frog: 
concluded Israeli hockey's s uper-fan Professor Menachem 
Mautner. 
The S ummer Starter line performed like a line that 
really perfonned quite well. They peppered the goalie with 
shot after shot. and the only thing that prevented them 
from scoring was the fact the puck d idn't go in the net. 
111e pressure was further intensified by lhe "Third 
Years and Mike" line which hit the ice next Second-year 
Mike "The Chair" Arthur centered hard-nosed third-year 
wingers Dick "The Drawer" Mugel and Joe "Wallpaper· 
Girardot on the Thongs's checking line. 
"The Thongs's hatchet line is more like it.· wrote Chief 
Crumbcake. again unable to fmd a suitable quote. Joe 
"The Mailbox." Girardot showed the cheerfuiAEPi pals why 
this reputation is so well-deserved by crushing a gleeful 
defensema n into the boards and separating h is amiable 
shoulder. Good work. Joe. 
111e n -rhe Great White and Two Other Guys- line hit 
the ice. and it didn't h1t back. While the cordial AEPi-ers 
were s till merrily dcv.ed and confused from the mauling 
dished out by the previous line, Chlis "The Desk- White 
glided in front of the net and slid a picturesque backhand 
shot past the warm hearted AEPi netmlnder-pal. 
The assists went to Ted ·rants· MacVeagh. who was 
around the puck the entire match and was later named the 
game's MVP. and Jun ·spoon" Rabaut. Mr. Rabaut was 
actually given two a~1sts on the play as the official scorer 
neglected to credit Bi~ Jun with an assist in the previous 
week's contest. ~1r. Rabautcelebrated by gleefully pounding 
his newly purchased supporter and cup. 
The next line, 1\vo Summer Starters and a Third-
Year." was not to be outdone. At first the line of center 
1yler "Lemonade" Paetkau and wings Sam "The Awning" 
Silver and Diane "Ketchup· Lifton seemed appre hensive. 
"Don't be such a sissy tonight. Diane." screamed always 
rough a nd ready Thong fan Bruce Carter. 
This seemed tolighta fire under what is now commonly 
referred to as L.T. Lifton's sweet little booty. From that 
point on Ms. Lifton played like a condiment possessed. 
With 55 seconds remaining in the period, she expertly sat 
on the frolicsome stick of a genial AEPi defender , freeing 
Mr. Paetka u to fire a beautiful goal past the ligh t-hearted 
AEPi netmlnder-buddy. 
The assists went to U1e always-amusing Mr. Silver and 
newly-converted superstardefenseperson Lisa '"The Shelf
McCormick. Never satisfied. the thirsty Mr. Carte r again
called down to the Icc. ·come on. Diane. le t's see some
blood!" Another grotesquely imaginative fan responded 
with a comment too disgusting to print even In one of these
articles. But these comments may have been taken to 
See HOCKEY, page ELEVEN 
By Colin Zick and Tom Pasternak 
Detroit area remember that when the Trivial Pursuit craze 
hil it was often easier to getlhe Canadian version of lhe 
game, hence their presence in lhe U.S. of A.) The trademark 
"Tiivial Pursuit" is afftxed to both games, and both games 
a re nearly identical. 
The problem is in the slight differences between the 
games. It seems Mr. Selchow has received complaints 
from users about offensive words and phrases in lheir 
Canadian games, which the users confuse wilh the good. 
clean. wholesome American version. Among the other 
nasty things lhe Canadians add to lhelr version Is a 
"Sexual Tiivia • card set. (What else can you do during the 
winter in Saskatoon?) 
Well, the Court found that Selchow and Righter proved 
its case. The penalty Imposed by the Court? Hom & 
Abbott had to answer one of nasty "Arts & Literature" 
questions. 
Selchow & Righter u. Goldex. 225 USPQ 818 
Another Reason to Keep Striving for the 'A' in 
Con. Law 
Congress has allocated funds so that associate justices 
of the Supreme Court can have lhelrown limousines. And 
you thought the only good part oft he job was reviewing the 
evidence In obscenity cases! 
Legal Times. January 25. 1987 
We're Number 1! (Jus t Ask Us!) 
What's the best way for a law school to get a good 
national ranking? Well, If you're Northwestern, the answer 
is to come up wllh your own rating system. Ranked 16th 
In a recent U.S. News & World Report listing published 15 
months ago, Northwestern decided that 16 wasn't good 
enough. 
The new rating was based on a countoflhe number of 
pages of articles published by a school's faculty In law 
reviews. In the study, Northwestern faculty members 
weighed in \vith 4.412 pal!eS of law review artic les 
(Including footnotes. of course). This put NW in 7th 
place. Harvard and Yale were top-ranked. with 6,479 
and 5.534 pages. respertively. 
"It docs seem very mindless to count [let alone read!) 
the number of pages in law reVIews," noted the Dean of 
the University ofTexas School of Law. which was ranked 
11th in the U.S. ~ews survey and 12th in NWs paper 
chase. Had Texas moved up in the rankings rather than 
down. one wonders what his reaction would have been. 
~o word on how U ofM Law did in either ranking. but 
soon lhe Associated Press will have weekly ralings in 
most major newspapeTh c;o that everyone can keep up. 
Wall Street JournaL February 12, 1989 
Float Like a Butterfly, Shine Like All 
Former heavyweight champ Muhammad Ali is suing K-
Mart and ~elleville Corporation. His finn. Muhammad 
All Champion Brand Co .. alleges K \l:ut failed to se!J Ali's 
shoe polish in 500 stores. Believe 11 or not. this claim is 
made by E:\·el Knirvel. senior \ice prt.''-tdrnt wnh Ah'-.. 
firm. ~rht>y putt! 111 only about oO stores. That's a b rc;>al'h 
of promise.· Tht: su1t -.e< ks S550 million. Who are we to 
question the le~al jucl~ment of someone who has tried to 
jump the Snake River Canyon? 
Chicago Tribune, January 31, 1989 
"Seen on the Bathroom Wall" 
"The reputation they're developing. whether deserved 
or not, is that they're behaving in a fashion that is not the 
Dallas way. Dallas lawyers are gentlemen to each other. 
These two act like New York lawyers." 
Charles L. Babrock. of the Dallas ftrm of J ackson. 
Walker, Winstead, Cantwell & MiJler. on the · scorched 
earth" approach of the Dallas firm ofBickel & Brewer. 
National Law Journal. December 12, 1988 
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